Influence of dynamic compression on directional hearing in the horizontal plane.
The purpose of this study was to assess the influence of dynamic compression on directional hearing in the frontal horizontal plane. Compression schemes with various compression ratios and attack times were created by using a digital signal processor. The influence of compression on isolated interaural level differences (ILDs) and interaural time differences (ITDs) was examined in discrimination experiments. The combination of ILDs and ITDs was investigated with measurements of localization based on head-related transfer functions. Five normal listeners and seven hearing-impaired subjects participated in the study. Dynamic compression revealed substantial effects on discrimination of ILDs but not on ITDs. With higher compression ratios and shorter attack times, just-noticeable differences for ILDs increased. Lateralization via head-related transfer functions was predominantly affected by compression in the higher frequency range because for lower frequencies, interaural time cues dominate over interaural level cues. The effect of compression was similar for normal and hearing-impaired listeners, but the latter performed worse on almost all tasks, especially with ITD discrimination at 4000 Hz. The influence of compression ratio and attack time could be shown for ILDs, but the effect was rather small, at least for the low compression ratios commonly used in hearing aids. The influence further decreased when attack time was prolonged. The dramatic impairment of the discrimination of ITDs with the hearing-impaired subjects in the high-frequency range suggests that they primarily rely on ILD cues.